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THE IAC FILTER

58% OUTPUT IMPROVEMENT
The IAC Special OPS team was called
to support an in-basin Frac Sand plant in
order to evaluate and optimize a rotary
dryer. The dryer was not tailored to the
real-world infeed conditions and
therefore unable to support the
production output targets. (Continued pg. 2)

“John did a great job with the
training and troubleshooting. I
highly recommend this training.
~ Neil

IAC KEEPS ETHANOL PLANT

ON SCHEDULE
Recently IAC was approached by a
Biorefining (Ethanol) Company with a
request to quote replacing a competitor’s
13-year-old Cooler Exhaust Fluid Bed
Baghouse that the maintenance manager
said was, “in pretty rough shape.”
The Ethanol plant’s baghouse was
made from carbon steel construction and
was corroding. Much of the baghouse’s
metal side walls were thinning, and
company maintenance crews had patched
holes in the middle section of the
baghouse. (Continued Pg. 2)

“I see IAC as a partner in our business
because of their responsiveness and
teamwork approach to solving our
problems with holes in ducting and
elbows.”
~ Ryan, Maintenance Manager

T.O.P.P. SERIES ATTRACTS

FRAC SAND PROFESSIONALS
On Wednesday, June 19th, 2019, IAC
employees and customers gathered
together for a night of networking and
learning at the first T.O.P.P. event, held at
the Petroleum Museum in Midland, TX.
The idea for T.O.P.P., which stands for
Total Optimized Plant Performance, was
conceived by IAC leaders as a unique
educational and networking event for Frac
Sand industry professionals.

By presenting IAC’s Special OPS
knowledge on process optimization best
practices, and hosting (CONTINUED PG 4)
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58% OUTPUT (Continues from

Pg. 1)
After installation and commissioning
by a third party, the standard operating
procedures (SOP) and standard operating
ranges (SOR) were not adapted to the
operational environment and infeed
parameters. This resulted in lower
output, operator frustration, and
increased downtime.
To minimize and solve these issues,
IAC developed a new Special OPS,
Optimization program, specifically
targeted at the Frac Sand industry.
During the four phases of the IAC
Special OPS methodology, dryer output
was improved by 58% with a projected
10% reduction in unplanned downtime.
IAC President, Bob Carter, has said,
“Frac Sand plant operation has been an
art form in the past, which is okay when
you have a huge pool of skilled,
experienced artist/workers.
This Special Ops program turns that
art into science, reducing the reliance of
highly skilled frac sand employees and
reducing the impact of the largest
bottleneck facing the industry.”
Read the full article on the IAC Blog.

ETHANOL PLANT
A material thickness testing report
showed extensive thinning throughout
the baghouse with some areas less than
half of the original thickness.
While the baghouse had lasted 13
years, they wanted a more robust unit
that would not corrode at the same rate.
They had a quote already in hand from
the original OEM, but the lead time did
not coincide with the plant’s scheduled
shut down at 13 weeks.
To combat the corrosion, IAC proposed
a heavy duty 7ga Stainless Steel baghouse
replacement with an option for the same
unit in Carbon Steel for cost comparison.
IAC promised delivery of either option in
8 weeks or less.
The customer ultimately decided on
replacing the existing carbon steel unit
with IAC’s 7ga Stainless Steel unit and IAC
was able to do so 5 weeks earlier than
the competition.
IAC was able to provide a quote within
48 hours of the initial request, and then,
as promised, IAC delivered the custom
replacement baghouse in only 8 weeks.
IAC’s fast-track capabilities allowed the
customer to keep their planned
shutdown dates.
Design, construction, delivery and
installation had to be exact.

(Continued from Pg.1)

The area where the baghouse was
located was extremely tight, so the
replacement had to match up precisely to
avoid any installation problems resulting
in delays. A section of the roof was
removed so that the old unit could be
exhumed, and the new improved unit
was lowered into place.
Once the unit was delivered, the
customer was concerned with how the
new collector would fit and match up
with the existing Process unit. IAC’s After
Market Equipment Sales Manager, Tony
Pray, made several trips to the job site to
check on detailed adjustments and
reassure the customer that what IAC built
would be installed correctly.
Installation was flawless and was
completed during the scheduled 48-hour
shutdown period. The customer was
extremely pleased and impressed with
“every piece of the process”.
IAC completed the job as promised,
with a competitive quote and industry
leading customer and fast-track service,
proving that IAC always delivers an
intelligent solution and high-quality
product, on-time!

IAC has highly skilled construction
labor available to support your next
project!
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IAC BRINGS 3 PROCESS

PLANTS INTO COMPLIANCE
Over the past year, a large Lime
manufacturer worked with IAC Blue Crew
to improve the efficiency of their
baghouse equipment.
Previously, there had not been regular
maintenance done on their equipment
and the plants were not in compliance
with OSHA regulations for air quality.
After an in-depth air quality and
equipment inspection, IAC teams
delivered a report that gave the plant
manager documentation for their
compliance plan. Repairs were detailed,
and an action plan was developed.
Keep your plants state and EPA compliant
with help from IAC Blue Crew.
IAC worked with plant management to
provide an ongoing schedule of
preventive maintenance. Now, each of
the 3 plants pass their permit
requirements for operational limits
around differential pressure and opacity.
The customer receives monthly detailed
documentation of all work performed for
compliance reports.
Get compliant! Contact to ask IAC
confidential questions on how to get
started with our ongoing preventive
maintenance program.

BLUE CREW SCHEDULE FILLING FAST
The IAC Blue Crew is scheduling now to
support customers during planned fall
and winter plant outages. We will repair
and maintain your equipment to achieve
compliance – or install and commission
new equipment as needed during your
outage.
IAC can conduct baghouse filter
inspections, re-bagging, repairs, restart,
system balancing and clean-up. Many
other services are available as required.
What You Can Expect from IAC Outage
Services:
1. Plan a pre-outage inspection to
maximize the effectiveness of your
outage. An IAC certified team can:
• Complete a system airflow
analysis
• Identify the parts needed for
outage
• Pre-order filter bags and parts
• Prioritize your outage plan
• Engineering Controls and
housekeeping to reduce Silica
• IAC is MSHA certified and we
follow OSHA Guidelines for
safety.
Steps to A Successful Planned Outage:
1. Call now to get on our schedule,
space is filling quickly.
800.334.7431

•
•

Our fully equipped crews are
reliable, thorough and finish on
schedule.
You’ll receive detailed
documentation of all work
performed for compliance
reports.

Work with IAC to understand your
actual versus baseline performance. At
the end of your planned outage, you’ll
operate with air filtration equipment
that’s working at peak efficiency.
Schedule your IAC support now.
__________________________________
VISIT IAC AT THESE
TRADESHOWS

Frac Sand Supply & Logistics Conference
and Equipment Expo, September 4-6,
2019, JW Marriot Hill Country Resort, San
Antonio, TX
South America Assembly, September 1011, 2019, Alvear Icon, Buenos Aires,
Argentina
Canadian Frac Sand Exhibition &
Conference, September 26-27, 2019,
Commonwealth Centre, Calgary, Alberta
International Cement Seminar &
Exhibition, November 19-21, 2019, Cobb
Galleria Centre, Atlanta, GA
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FIRST IN-BASIN RESIN PLANT
IAC has completed the first in-basin
Resin Coating Facility in Monahans, TX.
This resin coating facility allows for
enhanced oil recovery while significantly
reducing the historically high costs of
transportation.

T.O.P.P. SERIES CONTINUED. . .
discussion groups in five areas of plant management, attendees were able to leave the
evening with new ideas to improve their own wet or dry plant’s performance.
The T.O.P.P. event attracted both current and potential customers and allowed IAC
to demonstrate our company’s commitment to providing the best products,
technology, and services to this dynamic industry, which has resulted in opportunities
to bid on parts and service needs.

“It requires a total team effort to
combine the technical expertise and
needs of the customer with the
engineering, construction and controls
capability of IAC. This teamwork ensures
the facility design and operation exceeds
the needs of the customer’s patented
formulations and product throughput
requirements,” stated Bob Carter,
President of IAC.
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IAC IS SUCCESSFUL WITH IN-BOOTH PRESENTATIONS AT IEEE
IAC made some noise at booth
Unlike other OEM’s, IAC has a fully
Luis provided information about our
numbers 5 & 6 at the largest cement
trained maintenance services team, DSI
Engineering, Procurement &
industry technical conference of the year, mitigation, engineering support for plant Construction Capabilities while Pramodh
the IEEE-IAS/PCA Cement Conference
upgrades, and full EPC project capabilities gave an insight into IAC’s Dry Sorbent
2019 in St. Louis, MO.
to optimize your plant’s performance and Injection Solutions.
maximize production.
Both presentations filled the booth
IAC has exhibited at the IEEE
Conference for many years and has been
Our integrated solutions approach can and led to lengthy post presentation
question and answer periods. One visitor
a cement industry leader providing
handle everything from replacement
commented to Luis “IAC does so much
Engineering, Procurement &
parts, service and project engineering to
Construction solutions for over 30 years. plant upgrades, optimization and turnkey more than I thought, we will be having
lots of conversations back at the plant
installations.
and look forward to reaching out to IAC
At this year’s conference IAC was
for solutions”.
One of the main attractions to our
highlighting our experience in the
booth this year was the two In-Booth
cement industry as a single source
solutions provider servicing all baghouse presentations given by IAC Engineer Luis
types, providing complete dust collection Castano and IAC Vice President, Pramodh
Nijhawan.
systems as well as equipment
conversions.
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